Paul’s Letter to the

LESSON 8

COLOSSIANS 3:18-4:1

COLOSSIANS 3:18–4:1 (NRSV)
17 And

whatever you do, in word or deed, do everything in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God the Father

through him. 18 Wives, be subject to your husbands, as is ﬁtting in the Lord. 19 Husbands, love your wives and never
treat them harshly. 20 Children, obey your parents in everything, for this is your acceptable duty in the Lord.
21 Fathers,

do not provoke your children, or they may lose heart. 22 Slaves, obey your earthly masters[a] in everything,

not only while being watched and in order to please them, but wholeheartedly, fearing the Lord.[b] 23 Whatever your
task, put yourselves into it, as done for the Lord and not for your masters,[c] 24 since you know that from the Lord you
will receive the inheritance as your reward; you serve the Lord Christ. 25 For the wrongdoer will be paid back for
whatever wrong has been done, and there is no partiality. 4 Masters, treat your slaves justly and fairly, for you know
that you also have a Master in heaven.

Footnotes:
a. Colossians 3:22 In Greek the same word is used for master and Lord
b. Colossians 3:22 In Greek the same word is used for master and Lord
c. Colossians 3:23 Greek: not for men

B A C K G R O U N D : N E W T E S TA M E N T H O U S E H O L D C O D E S
To better understand the background of our text this week, we begin

A consensus in these ancient writings is that a man is justified in ruling

with an introduction to first century household codes in Greco-Roman

over his household because his wives, slaves, and children are by nature

culture. What follows are selected excerpts from the article “Household

his inferiors. The purpose of the codes was to reinforce the goodness

Codes” by Ralph P. Martin and Peter H. Davids in Dictionary of the Later

and importance of this hierarchal structure which held together the very

New Testament and Its Developments. (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity

fabric of Roman society.

Press, 2000, c1997).
The Form. New Testament writers adopted a number of conventional
literary devices to aid them in the teaching of ethics. One significant
device of this sort is referred to by scholars as a household code. A
number of sections in the NT letters have been classified in this way
(Col 3:18–4:1; Eph 5:22–33; 1 Tim 2:8–15; 5:1–2; 6:1–2; Tit 2:1–3:8;

For a number of reasons, looking to the contemporary culture for an
understanding of the NT household codes is a useful approach. It is
clear that the NT writers were indeed influenced by their environment,
and in this respect it is important to note how the early church utilized
the Hellenistic household concept as its own identity developed. This
concept, rather than formal considerations alone, would seem to be the

1 Pet 2:13–3:7).

common denominator that links the NT with secular social ethics.

The New Testament household codes portray role patterns that would

The ancient household was regarded as the basic building block of

have been recognized and considered status quo by most nonChristians in their society. What can be said is that through them the NT
writers reflect sensitivity to the expectations of society at large and seem
to encourage Christians to live according to patterns that were widely

society; its stability guaranteed the stability of the city-state, and so
discussion of the relation of household members to the state authorities
came naturally within the purview of a discussion of ethics related to the
household. The teaching developed to safeguard the relationships and

accepted as respectable.

responsibilities in the household. Moreover, respect for the state

The Source. The structure of Aristotelian household ethics (addressing

instruction of the NT household code.

social relationships, reciprocality, placing one of the pair under the
authority of the other) might explain the codes in Colossians and
Ephesians. But the most likely immediate source of the New Testament
tradition, which becomes more diverse in content, is found in the
broader contemporary Hellenistic discussion of the theme “concerning
the household,” which developed from, but was not restricted to,
Aristotle in terms of content and form.

established some of the categories and also suggested the method of

The household codes of the NT reflect an awareness of the expectations
of the Greco-Roman environment of the church. There is no radical
departure from the family patterns of the Greco-Roman/Hellenistic
Jewish world — husbands were head of the home, children were subject
to their parents, masters ruled over their slaves. Christians are exhorted
to conform generally to the ethos of their society at the time.
(Continued on next page)

B A C K G R O U N D : N E W T E S TA M E N T H O U S E H O L D C O D E S
The Intent. The household codes of the New Testament reflect an

When put into practice, these Christianized household codes would

awareness of the expectations of the Greco-Roman environment of the

break down, rather than reinforce, the hierarchal boundaries between

church. However, the NT household codes also reveal some subtle

husband and wife, master and slave, adult parent and adult child. If

differences in the way the church at different times and in different

wives submit to their husbands as the Church submits to Christ (Eph

situations sought to interact with secular society. Paul and other NT

5:24), and if husbands love their wives as Christ loved the church and

authors also added enough Christian innovations to plant seeds

gave himself up for her (Eph 5:25), and if both husbands and wives,

of transformation in the family and society.

slaves and masters submit one to another (Eph 5:21) — who’s really “in
charge”? Jesus. Such relationships could only be characterized by

For example, in the standard instructions of the day, only those in
authority were addressed and treated as responsible agents. Wives,
children, and slaves were expected to accept the religion of the
paterfamilias, the male head of the household, who had complete
control over the family and estate.
In contrast, within the apostolic house codes, those in subordinate
positions are addressed as equal and capable human beings, brothers
and sisters in Christ, who share the calling to live in love as Christ did.
The Christian versions of the household codes are the only ones that
speak directly to the less powerful members of the household — women,
slaves, and children — likely because the church at the time largely
consisted of just such powerless people.
Moreover, whereas typical Greco-Roman household codes required little
or nothing of the head of household regarding fair treatment of
subordinates, Peter and Paul encouraged men to be kind to their slaves,
to be gentle with their children, and, shockingly, to love their wives as
much as they love themselves. They are called to follow Jesus’ example
of willing subjection and self-emptying love as they relate to those that
society considered lower in rank.

humility and respect, with all parties imitating Christ, who time and again
voluntarily placed himself in a position of submission.
Conclusions. The NT household codes present a fascinating example of
Christianity both conforming to and transforming cultural norms for
various purposes. What can be said is that through them the NT writers
reflect sensitivity to the expectations of society at large and seem to
encourage Christians to live according to patterns that were widely
accepted as respectable. They demonstrate sensitivity to secular values
while also critically adjusting certain features (emphasizing justice and
fairness and providing a theological rationale) aimed to direct Christians
to a constructive middle ground, avoiding either the simple return to
patriarchy or emancipation.
These examples show that the house codes are not about reinforcing
particular roles in the family. Instead, they emphasize how members of
families may show each other the kind of Christ-like love and respect
that will prove redemptive and spiritually beneficial to fellow members
of the household. The NT writers were introducing the first Christian
family to an entirely new community, a community that transcends the
rigid hierarchy of human institutions, a community in which submission
is mutual and all are free.

THE HOUSEHOLD CODE IN COLOSSIANS 3:18–4:1
Introduction. Anytime we see writers talking about gender roles, wives

terms how this submission to one’s husband is to be manifested” (170).

“submitting,” or slavery in scripture, we understandably get a little

Ash observes that the word for “submit” grammatically means “submit

uncomfortable. What we find, however, is that in texts like this week’s,

yourself [to your husband],” indicating this is a choice a wife makes (Ash,

where writers address proper behaviors for all the people who would

Philippians, Colossians, & Philemon, 211). This is to be done, as Paul

live in a household, they actually elevate all people and gives them

says, “in a manner that is proper in the Lord.” The wife’s submission is not

rights that they wouldn’t have had in broader Roman society. Indeed, the

a “blind obedience” but is an obedience to those things only that are

remarkable thing about this passage is that women, children, and slaves

consistent with living faithfully in relation to her Lord Jesus (G.K Beale,

are addressed as individual people in their right, who can make up their

Colossians and Philemon, 317). It is to be influenced by conforming their

own minds, and who find that through the love and forgiveness that Paul

lives to the humble and sacrificial lifestyle of Christ (as in 3:12-13)

has been talking about, they will actually come together in a coherent

together striving for love, unity, and peace in Christ (3:14-15).

way of life.
And as Wright observes, it is clear that for Paul, men and women are on
Ben Witherington writes, “when one compares this material [Colossians

equal footing in the body of Christ: “There is no longer Jew or Gentile,

3:18-4:1] to either the ancient discussion of household management in

slave or free, male and female. For you are all one in Christ

Aristotle and other sources or to Stoic or other Greco-Roman codes, one

Jesus” (Galatians 3:28), and nothing here should be taken as denying

is profoundly struck by not just the Christian elements but also the social

that (N.T. Wright, Colossians and Philemon, 152).

engineering that is being undertaken here to the abuse of power by the
head of the household.” (Witherington, The Letters to Philemon, the

So how does Paul’s statement work itself out in what he says to

Colossians, and the Ephesians: A Socio-Rhetorical Commentary on the

husbands? The husband must ensure that his love for his wife, like

Captivity Epistles, 184). In other words, Paul’s household code protects

Christ’s for his people, always puts her interests first (see the fuller

the vulnerable members of the house (wives, children, slaves) whereas

statement in Eph 5:21-33). Paul goes on to say, using words that would

other household codes of the time showed no such concern.

have been striking for his time, “Husbands, love your wives and never
treat them harshly” (3:19). Husbands should be supportive, back them

Wives and Husbands (3:18-19). So what does Paul say to wives? In most
pagan household codes, wives were not even addressed. Here Paul not
only addresses them, but puts them first. He says that they should be
subject to their husbands, “as is fitting for those who belong to the Lord”
(3:18). Though there has been much written on what subjection actually
means, Witherington helpfully points out that we aren’t told “in practical

up, strengthen them, and do everything they can to make them know
they are valued and loved. To husbands, Paul says their primary aim in
life, in the context of serving Jesus, is to love and value their wives. It is
when husbands and wives understand these guidelines and live by them
that they are truly free: free to mature and develop, within the creative
context of mutual respect and love.

THE HOUSEHOLD CODE IN COLOSSIANS 3:18–4:1
Children (3:20-21). In addressing children as members of the church in

Slaves and Masters (3:22-4:1). In the longest section of the code, slaves

their own right, and in giving them both responsibilities and rights, Paul

are exhorted to obey their masters in everything, underlining the

is again allowing the gospel to break new ground. Wright observes that

allegiance owed by slaves to the head of the household. Lincoln

in just a few brief sentences, “Paul has said, in essence, what thousands

explains that in the traditional discussions of household management of

of books on the upbringing of children have struggled to express.

both Greco-Roman and Jewish treatments, “the ownership of slaves was

Sometimes verse 20 has been over-emphasized, and verse 21 forgotten,

simply axiomatic. The focus was on how a master should rule his

in the zeal of parents not to spare the rod lest they spoil the child.

slaves” (Andrew T. Lincoln, Colossians, 656).

Sometimes verse 21 has been overstressed and the rights of the child
are allowed to reign free. Both sides are clearly necessary. Children need

In the first century, a third of the population of Greece and Italy was

discipline, so do parents.” (Wright, 152).

enslaved. This produced a social climate in which house-born slaves
were given training for a wide variety of tasks and in which Roman legal

Again, the word to children is balanced by the word to fathers: “Fathers,

practice had to keep pace by guaranteeing such slaves more humane

do not embitter your children, or they will become discouraged” (3:21).

treatment. “For this reason,” Lincoln observes, “it should not be assumed

We wonder if Paul had seen children who had been beaten down by

that there was always a wide separation between the status of slave and

angry words or actions from parents, particularly fathers, and had seen

freed person, that all slaves were treated badly, or that all who were

them crushed in spirit. Paul doesn’t want that. Jesus wouldn’t want that;

enslaved were trying to free themselves. Clearly Paul’s churches

he welcomed the children and loved them. Paul realized the gospel was

contained as equal members masters and slaves from the same

for everyone at every age, coming to a fuller life and not having the

household” (see 3:11; Lincoln, 656).

heart and spirit taken out of them.
Paul goes on to say to slaves, “Whatever your task, put yourselves into it,
There’s a delicate balance here, and in just a few lines, Paul can’t

as done for the Lord and not for your masters, since you know that from

possibly spell out all the implications. But he’s giving the basic ground

the Lord you will receive the inheritance as your reward; you serve the

plan for Christian households. When the parent is obedient to the

Lord Christ” (3:23-24). Roman discussions of household management

vocation of genuine love, the child’s obedience may become (like that of

recommended motivating slaves by holding out various rewards, such

the Christian to God), a glad and loving response. Such obedience is

as praise, more food, or better clothing. Paul attempts to motivate them

“pleasing to the Lord” not merely because he desires order but because

by holding before the prospect of something far greater, the inheritance

he wants all people to follow the self-denying, Christlike road to a true

of Christ. Typically slaves did not receive inheritances. Yet through their

and mature existence.

relationship with Christ, slaves are treated as sons and daughters with
full rights.

THE HOUSEHOLD CODE IN COLOSSIANS 3:18–4:1
That Christian slaves are promised a future inheritance in Christ is yet

forgive one another and care for one another in a way they’ve never

another indication of how Paul is transforming the traditional Greco-

witnessed. They might ask, “How is this possible?” And for Paul,

Roman household idea; they are truly members of God’s eternal

provoking that question is more important than someone in the family

household. Slaves are to see themselves, particularly in light of the

being able to demand their own rights and being able to do things their

future reward, as slaves first and foremost not of their earthly masters,

own way. There is plenty of individual responsibility, but it’s within and

but of their true Master, Christ. Not only if they do wrong, but also if

for the sake of the larger community of the church and the world around

they are treated wrongly, they know that there will be impartial judgment

them, which will look and see that there now is a different way to be

by the one who is Master of both slaves and masters (3:25).

human. And whether they would say it like this or not, they might realize
that it reflects the one true God.

Indeed, in 4:1, when masters are addressed they are reminded of this
very point, that they too have a Master in heaven to whom they are

What is clear from these house-codes is that Christians are to be people

accountable. What is required of masters is a complete reversal of the

of wisdom and, most of all, Jesus-shaped love — in their homes as well as

earlier view of Aristotle that the relationship between master and slave in

in the church and world, and that this marks the primary difference

the household was one in which it was in appropriate to talk about

between us and the way the world works. Our families may resemble

justice, since there can be no injustice in relating to things that are one’s

other families in our culture and function according to patterns that are

own, and the slave was understood as a free man’s chattel. But the

similar to those of our neighbors, but with regard to Christ-like love, self-

justice and equity of Christian masters set a high standard.

emptying, and mutual service, we are called to excel the world’s ways at
every turn. Our lives, families, and churches are to be shaped, ultimately,

Again, this early Christian adaptation of the household code assumes
the hierarchical structure of the master/slave relationship and has a view
of justice that does not attempt to change the social structures (because
this was simply not an option for a powerless minority, which the
Christians were), but to transform conditions within them.
So what is Paul saying? Overall, he wants Christian households to be
good neighbors. He wants them to be a stable building block of a new
society, and also of the present society, though it will mean they will
stand out in terms of lifestyle and habits of life. But people will look at
them on the street and speak how there seems to be a joy and
cheerfulness about them which they haven’t seen before. They seem to

by the Gospel — by Jesus.

DISCUSSION
1.

Read Colossians 3:18–4:1. What’s your initial overall reaction to this passage? What questions does this passage raise for you?

2.

In 3:18-21 what are the underlying attitudes in how family members are to treat one another?

3.

N.T. Wright observes that Paul’s directive in 3:18 is best translated as ‘treat your husbands with respect,’ but in many translations the key word used in
verse 18 comes out as submit. This, he says, “creates the image of a downtrodden woman, the victim of her husband’s every whim, unable to be herself,
to think her own thoughts, to make a contribution to the relationship.” What indications are there in this passage, and throughout Paul’s writings, that
this image is not at all what Paul has in mind?

4.

What are common mistakes that parents make to embitter their children? What is the opposite of this?

5.

In Paul’s day, husbands and masters could rule supreme and unquestioned. (As we see in the letter to Philemon, Paul goes beyond this to make a
revolutionary suggestion that a slave be freed). Given the social order of Paul’s day, how are his directions for households every bit as revolutionary as
what we might wish he had said in this passage?

6.

After learning about the NT household codes, how would you describe their intent and purpose? Is their purpose to reinforce the importance of
preserving the hierarchy of the typical Greco-Roman household, or is their purpose to reinforce the importance of imitating Christ in interpersonal
relationships, regardless of cultural/familial structures? How are these passages meant to point us to the ways of Jesus?

